We report on the real space profile of spin polarons in the quasi two-dimensional frustrated dimer spin system SrCu2(BO3)2 doped with 0.16% of Zn. The 11 B nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum exhibits 15 additional boron sites near non-magnetic Zn impurities. With the help of exact diagonalizations of finite clusters, we have deduced from the boron spectrum the distribution of local magnetizations at the Cu sites with fine spatial resolution, providing direct evidence for an extended spin polaron. The results are confronted with those of other experiments performed on doped and undoped samples of SrCu2(BO3)2.
Impurities and defects in strongly correlated quantum systems often produce significant effects over an extended spatial region, which can be studied by local probes such as nuclear or electron magnetic resonance (NMR or ESR) [1] . The best example is the edge states in Heisenberg spin chains. The spin 1/2 edge state in spin 1 Haldane chains is a direct consequence of the valence-bond-solid ground state of the pure system. The ESR experiments have played vital roles in identifying the edge spins [2, 3] and their interactions [4] . The edge states are not localized at a single site but associated with local staggered magnetization due to the antiferromagnetic interaction of the bulk, and the spatial extent of such a polaronic structure is given by the correlation length of the bulk. The real space profile of spin polarons have been actually observed by NMR experiments in both spin 1 [5] and spin 1/2 [6] Heisenberg chains, from which the temperature dependence of the correlation length was deduced.
Although there have been less studies on twodimensional (2D) systems, an interesting example is the frustrated 2D dimer spin system SrCu 2 (BO 3 ) 2 with a small concentration of Cu 2+ ions (spin 1/2) replaced by non-magnetic Zn or Mg [7] [8] [9] [10] . The magnetic layers contain orthogonal arrays of Cu dimers described by the Shastry-Sutherland lattice [11] H = J n.n.
where J (J ′ ) is the intradimer (interdimer) Heisenberg exchange interaction. The ground state of SrCu 2 (BO 3 ) 2 at zero magnetic field is the dimer singlet state [12, 13] , which is known to be the exact ground state of Eq. (1) for α = J ′ /J not too large [11, 14] , less than α c ≃ 0.675 [15, 16] . SrCu 2 (BO 3 ) 2 exhibits a number of fascinating properties, most notably the unique sequence of quantized magnetization plateaus in magnetic fields [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , which have been a subject of intense research in the last decade [23, 24] .
A nonmagnetic impurity creates an unpaired Cu 2+ site in the dimer singlet state, producing a free spin-1/2. The structure factor of this spin-1/2 has been measured by inelastic neutron scattering experiments [9] , which clearly point to an extended object. Theories have confirmed this picture: the spin density forms a spin polaron that extends over several sites around the impurity [8, 10] , a prediction that clearly calls for further experimental investigation.
In this Letter, we report the observation of such a spin polaron in real space by 11 B NMR experiments on Zn doped SrCu 2 (BO 3 ) 2 performed in a sufficiently high magnetic field to saturate unpaired spins. With the help of exact diagonalization results, a nearly complete assignment of the 15 additional boron sites has been achieved, leading to the determination of microscopic structure of a localized spin polaron with unprecedented accuracy.
Single crystals of SrCu 2−x Zn x (BO 3 ) 2 were grown by the traveling-solvent floating-zone method [25, 26] . Two crystals were used, x = 0.0174 and 0.0032 as determined by the inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry. Presence of free spins at low temperatures was confirmed by the magnetization measurements (see Supplementary Material [30] ). The crystals were cut into a rod (1 × 1 × 5 mm
3 ) for NMR measurements, which were performed in a magnetic field B of 6.615 T precisely along the c axis (within ∼0.2 degree).
The NMR spectra were obtained by summing the Fourier transform of the spin-echo signal obtained at equally spaced rf-frequencies. Figure 1 shows the 11 B NMR spectrum for x = 0.0032 (0.16% of Zn) at 1.6 K. The Zeeman energy for the magnetic field of 6.615 T is
FIG. 1: (color online)
11 B NMR spectrum at T = 1.6 K and B = 6.615 T. The black arrows mark the position of the reference line (zero internal field). 15 additional lines named B1 to B15 have been resolved. Note that B1 is about twice as intense as B2, and that B12 (shaded in blue) is also about twice as intense as B11 (shaded in orange).
much smaller than the zero-field energy gap for the triplet excitation in the bulk (∆ = 35 K) but large enough to completely polarize the impurity induced free spins [30] . To understand the 11 B NMR spectra, we first recall that one boron site generates three NMR lines at the frequencies ν r = γ(B + B int ) + kν Q , (k = −1, 0, 1), where ν Q is the quadrupole splitting along the c axis, γ = 13.66 MHz/T is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, and B int is the internal magnetic field produced by nearby Cu spins. Since the Zn concentration is extremely dilute, most of Cu spins form singlet dimers generating B int ∼ 0 at the majority of B sites. The NMR lines from these B sites (shown by black arrows) are very intense, far exceeding the range of display in Fig. 1 .
In addition to this reference line, we have been able to identify 15 weaker lines with non-zero B int (B 1 -B 15 ) indicated by the thin lines in Fig. 1 , and to determine the values of B int and ν Q for each of them. We confirmed that the sample with x = 0.0174 has a nearly identical NMR spectrum, ensuring that the distribution of B int and ν Q represents the properties of an isolated impurity [30] .
As we shall now demonstrate, it is possible to assign most of the lines to specific boron sites, and to deduce the polarization of the Cu sites around the impurity as shown in Fig. 2 . To perform this line assignment, it is useful to have some idea a priori of the local magnetization that can be expected in the neighborhood of a Zn impurity. We have thus performed exact diagonalizations (ED) calculation for finite-size clusters of the 2D Shastry-Sutherland lattice with 32 sites (31 spins and one vacancy) and 36 sites (35 spins and one vacancy), with periodic boundary conditions in both cases [30] . The ED results of Fig. 3(c) show that the local magnetization is distributed primarily over five spins surrounding the defect. A single spin at Cu A with a large positive S ) and cannot be determined accurately for the cluster size of our calculation. Interestingly, there is a strong dependence on α. First of all, the polaronic structure collapses very rapidly when α exceeds 0.68, consistent with the first order transition in the pure system from the dimer singlet to the plaquette singlet phase [15, 16, 29] . Besides, and more remarkably, the magnetization of the unpaired site Cu A , S A c , strongly depends on α. It decreases steeply with α and becomes smaller than S C c at α ∼ 0.66, an observation that will turn crucial for the analysis of the experimental spectrum.
To make contact between the local magnetization at Cu sites and the boron spectrum, we need some information on the internal field B int at a given boron site. It is given by the sum of contributions from neighboring Cu sites
Here A ij is the hyperfine coupling constant from the ith boron site to the j-th Cu site. It is the sum of the dipolar and transferred hyperfine couplings, A ij = D ij + T ij , and it depends only on the relative position between the boron site and the Cu site. The dominant couplings are illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) and summarized in Table I . The transferred hyperfine couplings are short-ranged and limited to in plane nearest and next-nearest neighbors, T 1 and T 2 . They satisfy the condition T 1 + 2T 2 = −0.431 T imposed by the NMR shift data in undoped SrCu 2 (BO 3 ) 2 [13] , leaving only one adjustable parameter, say T 1 . The analysis of B NMR spectra in the magnetization plateau phases has led to the estimation −0.711 < T 1 < −0.531 T [21]. The dipolar couplings decrease as the inverse of the cube of the distance and can be calculated from the crystal parameters. In addition to the nearest and next neareast neighbors in the same layer, two neighbors on the adjacent layers have significant dipolar couplings with different values D 3 > D 4 because of the buckling of the layers. Looking at Table I, we can anticipate that the boron sites close to the impurity both in the layer of the impurity and in the two adjacent layers will have internal fields large enough to give rise to additional peaks.
The absolute value |A j | is by far the largest for the nearest neighbor (j = 1). The value of B int for the B sites in the layer of the impurity should, therefore, be primarily determined by S c of the nearest neighbor Cu site. We then conclude that B 1 and B 2 , which show a large negative B int (∼ −0.14 T, see Fig. 1 ), must correspond to boron sites either close to Cu A or to Cu C in Fig can be estimated approximately as B int /A 1 ∼ 0.2, which is significantly smaller than the saturated value of 0.5. Thus the distribution of B int provides a direct experimental proof for the polaronic spin structure near defects. Interestingly, the integrated intensity of the low frequency satellite line of B 1 at 87.12 MHz is twice as large as that of B 2 at 87. 24 MHz, indicating that the B 1 sites are more abundant than the B 2 sites. Therefore, B 1 (B 2 ) must be assigned to sites near Cu C (Cu A ). Since |B int | is larger close to Cu C than to Cu A , we conclude that S A c < S C c . Fig. 3(c) shows that this condition is only met in a very narrow range of α between 0.65 and 0.68.
Thanks to this assignment, we are now in a position to fix α and T 1 by fitting the experimental value of B int at the B 1 and B 2 sites using the 36-site cluster results (interpolated between α = 0.66 and 0.67). This leads to α = 0.665 and (2) is plotted in the upper panels of Fig. 4(a) and (b). The isolated red lines in Fig. 4(a) represent B int at the boron sites in the same layer as the impurity. Each of them is nearest to one of the seven Cu sites (Cu A−G ) carrying appreciable magnetization. The overall agreement between the ED results and experiment is very good, leading to the assignment of the lines B 3 , B 4 , B 13 , B 14 and B 15 (see Fig. 2 ).
All other boron sites in the layer of the impurity have much smaller internal fields. So let us turn to the boron sites on the neighboring layers. They have smaller values
(color online) (a) Bint at the B sites calculated by using the spin density distribution with α = 0.665 for 36 sites (upper panel) and Bint deduced from experiment (lower panel). The data near Bint = 0 T are expanded in Fig. 4(b) . The thickness of the lines in the lower panel indicates the half width at the half maximum of the corresponding peaks of the NMR spectrum. In the calculated histograms, red solid lines correspond to B sites in the layer of the Zn impurity, green dotted (blue dashed) lines to B in the adjacent layer above (below) the impurity, and the height is proportional to the number of B sites having exactly the same internal field (1 or 2).
of B int coming from the interlayer dipolar couplings D 3 or D 4 as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4(b) . Again, the agreement with the experimental results is very good. Let us first focus on the experimental lines B 11 and B 12 .
Since B 12 is twice as intense as B 11 (see Fig. 1 ), we must assign B 12 to the neighbors of Cu C in the layer above, and B 11 to the neighbor of the Cu A in the layer below. Since both couplings are given by D 3 , the larger B int at B 12 than B 11 provides an independent confirmation that S A c < S C c . With its strongly negative B int , the line B 5 must be attributed to the neighbors of Cu B in the layer above. For the other peaks, the experimental resolution is not sufficient to achieve a one to one correspondence with the calculated lines, but the line B 10 can be assigned to the theoretical lines 10 and 10' with a high level of confidence given the asymmetric form of the line consistent with two Lorentzians of unequal weight [30] . Likewise, the assignment of lines B 8 and B 9 to pairs of theoretical lines is plausible since they are well separated from the others. The lines B 6 and B 7 develop on top of the broad tail of the main line, consistent with the numerous theoretical lines on the negative side of the main line, even though specific assignment is not possible.
So far we have not considered possible lattice distortion induced by Zn doping, which could cause local variation of the hyperfine coupling or exchange interaction. The quadrupole splitting ν Q is sensitive to local structural distortion. The inset (b) of Fig. 3 shows the values of ν Q for all the observed B NMR lines. Remarkably, most sites have exactly the same value ν Q = 1. 25 15 show minor deviation of about 0.02 MHz, indicating that the lattice distortion is small and limited in the immediate vicinity of the Zn impurities. Note that ν Q at the boron sites close to Cu A and Cu C is unchanged, an indication that the hyperfine couplings are likely not to be influenced. Furthermore, the dipolar coupling, which varies slowly with distance as 1/r 3 , should not be affected by small lattice distortion. Therefore, our conclusion S A c < S C c should remain valid even allowing for a local distortion around the impurity.
Finally, let us comment on the value of α = 0.665 necessary to account for the internal structure of the polaron. This value is significantly larger than the value α ≃ 0.63 deduced early on from thermodynamic measurements [23] . In addition, the recent determination of the width of the 1/2 plateau in very high magnetic fields by Matsuda et al [22] also points to a value of α ≃ 0.63. We can think of several possible explanations for this apparent discrepancy. First of all, we examined the effects of the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) interaction with the help of ED for the Zn doped system. We found, however, that neither the intradimer nor the interdimer DM coupling is able to account for the discrepancy. Another possibility is that the exchange coupling constants take different values in high magnetic field due to magnetostriction, an effect already observed in that system [20, 31] . Alternatively, local lattice distortions due to Zn doping could modify the exchange couplings, even though the distortion is spatially confined. In fact, the conclusions of our analysis are compatible with a smaller ratio of J ′ /J in the bulk if this ratio is allowed to take a larger value close to the impurity [30] . A definitive interpretation would however require to have a better understanding of the modification of the electronic structure around the impurity on the basis of e.g. ab initio calculations. This definitely goes beyond the scope of the present paper.
We acknowledge useful discussions with C. Berthier and M. Horvatić. The work was supported by Grantin-Aids for JSPS KAKENHI (B) (No. 21340093), the MEXT-GCOE program, and the Swiss National Foundation. Numerical simulations were performed at CALMIP and GENCI. Figure 5 shows the 11 B NMR spectra for x = 0.0032 and 0.0174 at 1.6 K and 6.615 T. Both samples show nearly identical spectra. All the resolved peaks are exactly at the same frequencies, indicating that the average distance between Zn 2+ ions is sufficiently large and effects of interaction between impurity-induced spins can be neglected. However, the widths of the individual lines for x = 0.0174 are slightly larger than those for x = 0.0032, which is likely due to the difference in the distribution of the demagnetizing fields inside the crystals.
B. Magnetization due to impurity-induced free spins
Figure 6(a) shows the temperature dependence of the magnetization M of SrCu 2−x Zn x (BO 3 ) 2 at the field of 1 T. The increase of M for x = 0.0174 and 0.0032 at low temperatures should be ascribed to the impurity-induced unpaired spins. By subtracting the magnetization for x = 0 from these data and normalizing by x, we obtain the contributions from the impurity-induced spins M I , which are plotted in Fig. 6(a) . The values of M I are nearly identical for x = 0.0174 and 0.0032 in the whole temperature range, indicating that Zn 2+ ions effectively replace the Cu sites. The increase of M I below 10 K is described reasonably well by a free spin model M F = gSµ B B S (X) with S = 1/2, where B S (X) (X = gSµ B B/k B T ) is the Brillouin function. Above 10 K, on the other hand, M I is much smaller than M F , indicating that Zn impurites can
11 B NMR spectra of SrCu2−xZnx(BO3)2 with x = 0.0032 (a) and 0.0174 (b) at 1.6 K and 6.615 T. no longer generate free spins because of interaction between unpaired Cu spins and thermally excited triplets. Fig. 7(a) , on the other hand, indicate that the internal fields at boron sites stay exactly the same between 4.5 and 6.615 T, a clear indication of the saturation of the spin moments. The temperature dependence of the resonance frequency shown in Fig. 7(b) provides further support for the saturation of spin moments. Thus the linear increase of M at high fields cannot be attributed to spin moments. It may be associated with orbital (van Vleck) magnetism, even though we do not understand the mechanism for such a behavior. By subtracting the B-linear component at high fields from M , we obtain the contributions of the unpaired spins M I , which are normalized by x and are plotted in Fig. 6(b) . There is almost no difference between M I for x = 0.0174 and 0.0032. They also agree reasonably well with the free spin behavior M F . 
(color online) (a) 11 B NMR spectra of SrCu2−xZnx(BO3)2 with x = 0.0174 at 1.6 K for two different field values. The frequency for the spectrum at 4.5 T is shifted by 28.87 MHz to account for the difference in the nuclear Zeeman frequency. The position of the lines then match perfectly, indicating that the distribution of the spin moments remains the same for the two field values, hence that the impurity induced moments are saturated. (b) Temperature dependence of the peak frequency of the low frequency quadrupole satellite line of B1 sites obtained at 6.615 T. It remains constant below 2.2 K, again indicating saturation of the impurity-induced moments.
C. Numerical Methods
Exact Diagonalization (ED) have been performed using the standard Lanczos algorithm for the S = 1/2 Heisenberg model on Shastry-Sutherland lattices (N = 32 and 36 sites, see Fig. 8 ) having a single impurity. Periodic boundary conditions have been used to minimize finite-size effects. The presence of an impurity forbids to use any translation symmetry, but we have still made use of the remaining reflection symmetry to reduce the size of the Hilbert space. After computing the groundstate, one can easily extract the average magnetization on each site. Note that since the polaron has a large but finite extension, we have checked that these magnetization values are almost independent on the size of the cluster and thus we are confident that they are close to their thermodynamical values (see Fig. 3c of main text). One of our main conclusion that S A c < S C c is based on the intensity ratio of the B 1 and B 2 lines, which are assigned to the B sites close to Cu C and Cu A on the layer of the Zn impurity. Equally important is the intensity ratio of of the B 11 and B 12 lines assigned to the B sites on the adjacent layers coupled to Cu C and Cu A with the same dipolar coupling D 3 . The spectrum of the center line of these sites are displayed in Fig. 9(a) with an enlarged scale. We can clearly see that the integrated intensity of the B 12 line is twice as large as the B 11 line. Since Cu C is twice as abundant as Cu A , the B 12 (B 11 ) line must be assigned to the neighbor of Cu C (Cu A ). The fact that B int is larger for the B 12 line than for the B 11 line then leads to the conclusion that S A c < S C c . The ED calculation shows that there is another pair of lines (10 and 10 ′ ) assigned to the B sites on the adjacent layers coupled to Cu C and Cu A with the smaller dipolar coupling D 4 (see the upper panel of Fig. 4b ). Although the experimentally observed B 10 line shows only a single peak, the spectral shape can be actually fit well to a sum of two Lorentzians with the intensity ratio of 2 to 1 as indicated in Fig. 9(b) . The fact that one of these lines with larger B int has the double intensity is again consistent with the conclusion S There is a puzzle though. Since the two pairs of lines are coupled to the same pair of Cu sites (Cu C and Cu A ) with different dipolar couplings, their separation should be equal to the ratio of the dipolar couplings D 3 /D 4 = 1.58. However, this ratio in the experimental spectrum is much larger (nearly 3). This suggests that the internal fields at the B sites in the adjacent layers are not entirely due to the in-plane Cu moments and that small contributions from induced moments on Cu sites in the adjacent layers due to interlayer exchange may be relevant. To explore such effects is beyond the scope of this paper however.
E. Possible local change of exchange interaction due to lattice distortion
Here we employ a simple model to account for a possible change of exchange interaction due to local lattice distortion near Zn impurities and examine to what extent our best choice of α = 0.665 is influenced by such effects. Since the distribution of ν Q shown in Fig. 3(b) suggests that the lattice distortion is confined in the immediate vicinity of Zn, the simplest model consists in assuming that only the exchange interaction for the Cu-Cu bonds closest to the Zn impurity, i.e. the exchange between Cu A and Cu B , changes from the bulk J ′ to J imp . We have calculated the moments at Cu A and Cu C sites by exact diagonalization using a cluster of 32 or 36 sites as a function of α imp = J imp /J for three values of the . The results are displayed by the dashed lines in Fig. 10 . From these plots, we may conclude that the experimental results can be reconciled with α = 0.65 by allowing a rather large modification of exchange coupling near Zn. However, the value α = 0.63 seems difficult to reconcile with the experimental results within this simple model.
F. Dynamics of the impurity induced spins near saturation
When the impurity-induced moments become saturated as the temperature is decreased, we expect the thermal fluctuations to be gradually depressed and to slow down. Such a process has been indeed confirmed by measurements of the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T 1 and of the spin-echo decay rate 1/T 2 . A standard inversion recovery method was used for the 1/T 1 measurement. To determine 1/T 2 , the spin echo intensity I(τ ) as a function of the time τ between the two rf-pulses was fit to the exponential function I(τ ) = C 0 exp(−2τ /T 2 ). Figure 11 shows the temperature dependences of 1/T 1 and 1/T 2 measured on the low frequency quadrupole satellite line of the B 1 site at 6.615 T. Both 1/T 1 and 1/T 2 exhibit a peak but at different temperatures. The peak in 1/T 1 occurs at 3.8 K while the peak in 1/T 2 appears near 2.5 K. In fact, T 2 becomes too short near 2.5 K to be able to observe NMR signal. At lower temperatures, both 1/T 1 and 1/T 2 show steep decrease, consistent with the excitation gap for impurity induced spins in a magnetic field.
Let us first discuss 1/T 1 , which is related to the time correlation function of the local field by the standard formula, 1/T 1 ∝ G(ω N ), where G(ω) = h(0)h(t) exp(iωt)dt and ω N is the NMR frequency. 
The saturation of the impurity-induced moments is expected to proceed with the depression of h 2 and the growth of τ c . The peak in 1/T 1 can be reproduced only by the latter process. Indeed 1/T 1 exhibits a peak when τ c = 1/ω N ∼ 1.8 × 10 −9 s, a well known result in the context of motional narrowing in classical NMR [1] .
The slowing down of the spin fluctuation can also cause a peak in 1/T 2 , with different criteria however. When the fluctuating local field slows down, the fastest spinecho decay is achieved when 1/τ c becomes comparable to γ h 2 and the peak value of 1/T 2 has the same orders of magnitude as 1/τ c at the peak temperature [2, 3] . Although we were not able to determine the peak value of 1/T 2 due to loss of NMR signal, it should be of the order of 10 6 s −1 , judging from the data in Fig. 11 , indicating that τ c ∼ 10 −6 s at 2.5 K, which is much longer than the value estimated at the peak temperature of 1/T 1 (3.8 K). Thus, different peak temperatures of 1/T 1 and 1/T 2 provide evidence for a rapid but gradual slowing down of the fluctuation of the impurity-induced spins, which precedes the complete saturation at lower temperatures.
